Planetary Protection Subcommittee Agenda
NASA Headquarters, Washington D.C. Aug 4-5, 2010
Dial in # 1-866 631-9069, passcode 3062413

Aug. 4, 2010

9:00 am Welcome, Orientation, Introductions George Tahu and Marian Norris, HQ
9:15 am Words from the Chair Eugene Levy, Rice U
9:30 am Planetary Protection at NASA: Issues and Status Cassie Conley, PPO/HQ
10:00 am Overview/History of Mars Sample Return (MSR) Pericles Stabekis, Genex/HQ
10:30 am break
10:45 am Planetary Protection Considerations for MSR C. Conley/Gerhard Kminek, ESA
11:45 pm Discussion E. Levy/G. Tahu
12:15 pm lunch
1:15 pm Science Priorities for MSR Dave Beaty, JPL/Michael Meyer, HQ
2:00 pm Joint ESA-NASA Mission Architecture leading to MSR M. Meyer/Fuk Li, JPL
2:45 pm break
3:00 pm Sample containment and the Draft Test Protocol Margaret Race/Stabekis/Rummel
3:45 pm Hyabusa Sample Return/Curation Facility Karen Buxbaum, JPL
4:15 pm Discussion E. Levy/G. Tahu
5:ish pm Adjourn for the Day, Dinner

Aug. 5, 2010

9:00 am Overview of the Day E. Levy/G. Tahu
9:15 am Canadian Space Agency (CSA) update on policies for planetary protection and sample return Victoria Hipkin, CSA
9:30 am COSPAR activities update John Rummel
10:00 am ESMD Human Exploration & Robotic Precursors Laurie Leshin, ESMD/HQ
11:00 am break
11:15 am Discussion E. Levy/G. Tahu
12:00 pm lunch
1:00 pm Cassini Extended Mission and PP Plan David Seal, JPL
2:00 pm Discussion and Recommendations E. Levy/G. Tahu
5:00pm Adjourn

Room 5H45

Room 9H40